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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN 

   
On March 15th our council had the privilege of listening
to  Dr. Lynn Orr talk to us about provenance.  One big
comment...It was superb in every way.  She captured
the attention of the audience from beginning to end
sparking a lively question and answer period.

Dr. Orr graciously gave me her comments so those of you who weren't
able to attend will have an excellent recap of the evening's lecture.

"Lynn Orr's recent talk about the history of ownership, known as
provenance, roamed widely across different eras and types of objects
from the Elgin Marbles at The British Museum to the Natural History
Museum of Los Angeles' taxidermied Great Auk.  Lynn stressed that the
seemingly arcane study of who owned what and when can be a fascinating
historical exploration of creativity, taste, and politics. From the marks
that possessive collectors stamped on the front of fabulous drawings by 
Michelangelo and Raphael to the inventories of museums and royal
collections, she showed the many sources that help researchers track the
whereabouts of treasured objects. Fortuitously, Lynn's presentation
included the provenance of the Spanish Crown's great pearl, now called 
La Peregrina (the Pilgrim or Wanderer). Unbeknownst to Lynn the Infanta
in the museum's recently acquired Infanta María Ana by Felipe Diriksen,
wears La Peregrina as a single glorious earring. Fun to trace the jewel's
provenance to the 20th century, when Richard Burton bought it for
Elizabeth Taylor.

Dramatic images introduced the systematic seizure of art during the Hitler
era and touched on the calculated destruction of artistic heritage in
today's Middle East. Lynn also mentioned the ethical issues confronting
the contemporary museum professional: Where does a society's cultural
heritage belong? In the country of origin? Safeguarded  in private
collections? Displayed in museums throughout the world? This is an area
of vexing and challenging debate. The event ended with a round of



provocative questions and discussion about some of these controversial
issues."

Dr. Orr can be found at the Hood River History Museum and I know that
she loves to share that space with visitors . I also know that she will be
asked to return again in the future.

While visiting the newly restored  Infanta María Ana in the European
Gallery take a stroll to the antiquities wing to view the limestone funerary
objects from Palmyria, 200 c.e., donated by Aziz E. Atiya and
contemplate how lucky we are to have them.

I'm looking forward to seeing all of you next week on April 19th to hear
Mark Shapiro talk to us about his experience with LAIKA and other
ventures.  This has proved to be a tremendously popular exhibition with
many repeat visitors.

Enjoy the wind, rain, and sun that we are so lucky to experience each day
and sometimes all of these elements in one day.  There is nothing dull
about living here.

  
Patty McMahan

NOTE: A list of books for further reading on provenance was provided by Lynn.  It appears in
the last section of the newsletter. 

CURATOR'S COLUMN 

   



Felipe Diriksen
 Infanta María Ana, 1630.

       Oil on canvas. 2017.59.1         

I am pleased to report that Nina Olsson's cleaning and restoration of
Felipe Diriksen's Infanta María Ana is now complete It took almost six
months of painstaking work and the results are simply spectacular. You
will delight in seeing that the Infanta's rosy skin tones and the rich colors
and textures of her dress have emerged from the discolored, soot-
encrusted  coatings of varnish and glue. Equally significant to the overall
presentation of the portrait was the alteration of the background and the
floor, which were completely painted over by a later hand. Such broad
overpainting of areas of virtually uniform color was used by lazy restorers
to avoid time-consuming retouching of small areas of damage. However,
usuallyrestorers replicated the artist's original colors and it was found that
Diriksen's colors were significantly altered byapplying darker shades. I
would imagine this kind of "editing" was done by the painting's first
recorded owner, Valentín de Carderera y Solana (1796-1880), who was



himself a portraitist. The floor was found to be several shades lighter and
the flat black background became a lovely grey that is modulated so that
there is a glow behind the figure that fades into darkness near the edge.
The removal of the overpaint has restored the sense of space around the
figure as well as the chromatic harmony of the composition. 

The painting came to us in a mass-produced frame that was far too simple
and slight for a grand portrait. It is now virtually impossible to find large
seventeenth-century Spanish frames, so we commissioned one from
Atelier Richard Boerthin Seattle. Richard designed a frame that would
complement the painting and cover the later additions to the canvas so
that it can be seen as was intended. Based on a seventeenth-century frame
type that is quintessentially Spanish, it employs richly carved corner and
center pieces that are applied to a black ground. The new frame was then
aged so that it would sit well with a painting that is almost 400 years old.
The splendid results can now be appreciated in the Meier Gallery, so
do stop by to see this significant new addition to the collection in all its
glory. I am very grateful to Council for its generosity and leadership in
making the acquisition possible.
    

                                                                                                              
                                         Dawson Carr, Ph.D. 

The Janet and Richard Geary 
Curator for European Art 

APRIL 19th LECTURE- Trustee Room

 
April 19th: LAIKA with Mark Shapiro in the
Trustee Room, fourth floor of the Mark Building:

Mark Shapiro's diverse marketing and communications career has taken
him across the United States, working in brand development, advertising,
public relations, film production and writing for companies including Nike,
Town & Country Magazine and Upper Deck. 

In 2007, he joined LAIKA, where he manages brand strategies, including
the marketing efforts for LAIKA's corporate identity as well as the
company's feature films. 

A native of Seattle, Mark attended Emerson College in Boston and
received his Bachelor of Arts in English from Colorado College in
Colorado Springs. He also completed education studies at Lewis & Clark
College in Portland.
 

ANNUAL BOARD ELECTION
 

On June 14th we will have our annual meeting and dinner at the  
Town Club.  We will vote for our 2018-2019 board.  This year's  

board has graciously agreed to serve for another year. They are:

  
President: Patty McMahan 



New Members:
 Daniel Bergsvik (l) and Don Hastler (r) with 

President Patty McMahan and Dee Poth,
Board of Trustees Council Liaison

Speaker Lynn Orr and Carol Ann Caveny 

Vice President: Mary Klein
Secretary: LaValle Linn
Treasurer: Jim Kahan

Past President: Greg Leiher

 

MARCH 15th LECTURE
 

PHOTOS FROM MARCH LECTURE:

Lynn Federle Orr, PhD  
Executive Director of the Hood River County Museum
Provenance: Possessing Art  
 



Susan and Craig Siegel

Dee and Tom Moore and Maria Teresa Pietrok

Carol Ann Caveny and Receptions Chair 
Mary Lou Hautau with Jim Kahan,Treasurer

UPCOMING EVENTS

APRIL 24th-28th: Deep in the Art of Texas trip

May 2nd: EAAC Board meeting- West Conference Room



MAY 17th: Reception and Lecture
Nina Olsson and Dr. Dawson Carr in the Miller
 
Nina and Dawson will discuss the revealing process of conserving and framing Felipe
Diriksen's Portrait of Infanta María Ana which is now hanging in the gallery.

SAVE THE DATE:
Thursday, June 14th: Annual Meeting/Dinner at the Town Club 

NEW MEMBERS

Daniel Bergsvik and Donald Hastler 
Stella Tsai and Ken Deaton

LOUIS KAHN

Thank you to Mary Radke Klein for this article

In February the EAAC meeting featured an
Academy Award nominated film, My Architect, a
beautifully crafted documentary  about the life
and work of American architect Louis Kahn. EAAC
members traveling to Texas in April will see
Kahn's work  in the design of the Kimbell Art
Museum in Fort Worth. The film gave us a timely
way to dip into American architecture, an area we rarely address.  

The film's director, Kahn's son Nathanial, was conceived in one of two
long-lasting, extramarital relationships that  occupied shrouded, self-
indulgent "silos" in Kahn's life. The documentary took shape as a search to
know  something of his father who died when Nathaniel was only 11 years
old. His understanding of who his father was developed during visits to
 some of Kahn's most iconic structures and interviews with other
architects who themselves have shaped modern design, Frank Gehry and I.
M. Pei among some of the most recognizable.

Louis Kahn's life was a struggle. As a Jewish immigrant who suffered
severe burns in his youth, he struggled to find a  satisfying style and form in
his architecture, but never achieved sustained recognition sufficient to
support his studio  or his next project. He died broke in the men's room in
Penn Station. But, his quest and precision seemed both self- absorbed and
heroic. He was in his 50's before a journey to Rome brought him into
close contact with ancient forms and structures in a way that moved him
spiritually and intellectually. Thereafter his work began to build on
fundamental,  massive, elementary forms; arches, columns, circles,
pyramids.

Several of Kahn's buildings were described as having the look of "ancient
ruins." Though he was using poured  concrete in a manner that
intentionally revealed the building process, his work never took on the
brutal look of so many functional buildings erected in the 1960's. Many of
his exteriors confront you with massive planes, with strength and solidity,



angles and open space while the thoughtful interior design resulted in
exquisite light and sight  lines.

 I. M. Pei asks in the film, "How can you judge a work of architecture?"and
he suggests "with the spirituality  that remains.  The photography and
buildings are beautiful, the narrative poignant and insightful. If you missed
the film, you can watch it here:  

 
 

Other Exhibitions

Marià Fortuny (1838-1874)
The Spanish Wedding, 1870

Oil in panel
60 cm × 93.5 cm (24 in × 36.8 in)

Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya, Barcelona

 Currently at the  Prado is an exhibition on Mariano Fortuny y Marsal
(1838-1874). This is the first retrospective on this leading Spanish artist
to be presented at the Prado, which houses most of Fortuny's master-
pieces due to the generous bequests of Ramón de Errazu and of Mariano
Fortuny y Madrazo, the painter's son, as well as acquisitions purchased
by the Museum.

To view some of the paintings and learn more, click here.
 
             

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001N_Gc8ALSuUnCNdRZHPcb9zVJm8CPetD4JvVQmMW8PERtBgJZXa_xMPzbpMOURgLMgv65RGnDggfEZWyQV-14COo8hZdQOp3RATVVJstmC2Fxb637XafVME98kHYHvAHzWqPbjGU82phTXAfQxr8WxFemb2n_hyaUpOx2t8C8WbzbSPK91ry3fM6MOXmXuUJ_g0ZMeBu5TqA=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001N_Gc8ALSuUnCNdRZHPcb9zVJm8CPetD4JvVQmMW8PERtBgJZXa_xMIBldFssdIFeadyreln4eu6-fblGT3gcuMUstjrRdGOPpRzpZbp4rzOCXyRHn_ATwNtooAM-QlxhHml5o1eiz1N1s6a2cBiCFInkXhUFpQ37zkYaakjv0trkrb9A1cyb2Re6LNSCE11_VNWBj46gxsif2KeUWyjclVCfDqUBHKomhBo52imwvFMVCgG1jURxRA45OTo7DiVreUhUOW10y2Nir0XJdrdHZkZwptCbIziNiuccf5JAYac=&c=&ch=


The PastonTreasure 

The Paston Treasure: Microcosm of the Known World is on view at the
Yale School for British Art.The seventeenth-century painting The Paston
Treasure (ca. 1663) is an enigmatic masterpiece. Commissioned by either
Sir William Paston, first Baronet (1610-1663), or his son Robert Paston,
first Earl of Yarmouth (1631-1683), the identity of the painter, a Dutch
itinerant artist working out of a makeshift studio at Oxnead Hall, remains
unresolved, although candidates have been proposed.

Adding to its mystique, the painting defies categorization because it
combines several art historical genres: still life, portraiture, animal
painting, and allegory. It has provided the opportunity to think anew
about seventeenth-century studio practice and the painter-patron
relationship. 

Click here to watch a five minute film examining the painting.

and.......

For an interesting review of the Monet and Architecture exhibition
currently on view at London's National Gallery click here .

  CELEBRATING 125 YEARS

Here are some events in the art world of 1892, the year the Portland
Art Museum was founded:
   

"The Munch Affair": Adelsteen Normann, on behalf of the Union of Berlin
Artists, invites Edvard Munch to stage a one-man exhibition. However, his
paintings evoke bitter controversy and after one week the exhibition is
closed; Munch's paintings are moved to the Equitable Palast.
   
James McNeill Whistler stages his major retrospective exhibition,
Nocturnes, Marines and Chevalet pieces at Goupil & Cie's London gallery,
then moves to Paris.
    
Claude Monet begins painting his Rouen Cathedral series.
    
The Munich Secession is formed.  This is the first secession outside France.  It
will be followed by the Vienna Secession five years later.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001N_Gc8ALSuUnCNdRZHPcb9zVJm8CPetD4JvVQmMW8PERtBgJZXa_xMPzbpMOURgLMi8Y31YphfTT8A_ib7497Guyy1TdyKKZKxKYEvxekXV3n7JX2fy46ZFD2NG4n1uLFbauUfchPUd-MDGog78jfaT0zM1b23SAW4H1JZQ3XSiwsXxTTIbmRwuvjtPpaYhQyT4EabpEx2AJGhP3WRY4HwQ==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001N_Gc8ALSuUnCNdRZHPcb9zVJm8CPetD4JvVQmMW8PERtBgJZXa_xMPzbpMOURgLMIhFLJu91paO75Dha4b78trLi9rl8zLoJZFZw8JI_zfn6b2j0-2L7sW8MssrOIJFb0hwCnVVRxdOqGXLSFOwb_nCn71BG4UD7GsL0GWU4dhoHvwY4K2gmjTgsRmzLlwR8YHeF_zJ2SEKcYGQfwGv_9w==&c=&ch=


   
 Il Codice Magliabechiano, a 16th century collection of brief biographies and
notes on the works of Italian artists by "Anonimo Gaddiano", is first
published.
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